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S.S.L.C. EXAMINATION, MARCH-2012

MATHEMATICS (English)

-l ime : 2t, Hours

Instructions :
. Iteacl the questions carefully, understand each question and then ansnrel the questions.

. Cil'e explanations $'herever neccssarY

. lf thcre is an OR belween anl, lwo questions, you may answer only one among them'

. 15 mjnures will be given at the beginning as cool off time. This time may be utillsecl to reacl

and mdcrst;nd the qucslions

. Simplification using !t, T e1c. l^'ith ihetu aPproximate values is not requiled if not specified

in the question.

' [  otal Score : 80

Score

1.

2-

An a thmelic scrluencc sLarts as 5, 9, 13, . .

sequence ? Why ?

What is the next tcrm ? Is 2012 a tenn oI this 2

L)ra$'r and y axes and mark the poinis (0,4), (2,5) and (-3, 2)

3. Find the lemaincier on dil'jding the polynomial r3-3/+5r+7 by:r-3'

Is ri -3 a factor of this polYnomial ? Why ?

2

4. There arc iwo small boxes A and B In A there are 9 wlite beads and 8 black beads ln B 3

lhere are 7 white and 8 black bcads We want to take a bead from a box'

(a) What is the ptob.rbilitY of getting a 'hite bead from each box ?

(b) A \,\,'hite bead and a black beacl ale added to box B and then a bead is taken from it

What is the plobability of getting a white bead from it'

OR

Thcre are two r:ovcrs A and B ; each containing Papcr sliPs with natural numbers from

ltoTu,r i t tenonlhem.Onesl ip isdrawnfromeachcover 'Usingthem'atwodigi tnumber

is Iormed rvilh thc numbel from A in the unit placc and the number from B in the tenth

place. How rnany s ch t\a'o digit numbers can be formed ? What is the probabilitv that a

two digit nu mber so formecl is even ?

P.T.O.



((5.) e Z+ cm longwire is bent in to a rcctangle. The length of iis diagonal is 13 cm What are lhe

lenqths of ihe side< of the rectangle ?

427
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ftJ rn tr't" figure, AP is a tangent to the circle and tliangle APB is an isosceles biangle Also 3

\"'/ 
-APB 

,50". Find the angles o{ tridngle ABc and biangle APB'

7. The table below shows the number of students in maths club of a school, classified accolding

to their heiqhts.

9'

Height (cm) Number of students

110 - 120 4

120 - 130
130 - 140 20
140 - 150
150 - 160 20

calcutate the mean heiSht.

In figure, AB is a diameter and AP is a tan8ent to the cirle. If PB = 9 cm and IQ = 4 cm, find

the length of AP. What is the mdius of the ckcle ?



3

Third term o{ an aithmetic sequence is 34 and its eighth t€rm is 69'

(a) Find the common difference of this sequence

(t) Wdte the algebraic form of this sequence

(c) If a new sequence is formed bv multiPlying each term of the given sequence by 4 and

adding 3, then what is the tenth term of that sequence ?

ln tr iangte ABC, AB:8 cm, AC:5 cm ancl zA:50' Then

(a) What is the length of the PerPendi'ulal from C to AB ?

(b) Find the iength of BC.

I sin 50":0.7660, cos 50'=0.6428, tan 50'= 1 1918 ]

Figure below shows the diagram clrawn on a square sheet of paPer for constructing a square

pyramid.

Score

10.

What is the length of a side of the square shect of paper taken ?

The figure dftwn in the square paPer is cut out and folded to make a square Pyramid wl1at

would be the height of that Pyramid ?

12, What is the least three diSit number, which is a multiple of 6 ? 4

Find the sum o{ all three digit numbers which are multiPles of 6'

13, The radius of a wooden hemisphere is 10 cm Wlal is its volume ? 4

If this hehispherc is caNed in to a cone of maximum size' find the volume of the cone

OR

A metallic sector of central angle 240'and radius'15 cm is rolled uP to form a cone What is

the volume of the cone so formed ?

P.T.O.



The table belon' shows the classification oI the members of a committee'

age

Numbet oI membels

25-30 4

30-35 7

35-40 12

40 - ,15 15

,15 - 50 l6

50-55 12

55-60 9

60-65 5

Calculate the median age of the memoers

Dra\,\, atr equilateral triangle of sides 5 cm Construct a squale having the same area as that

oI this triangle

OR

In figure, AB and CD are diameters of the circle Also AC=4 am and ZDPB=45"'

a

Find ZDQB .

Find the radius of the circle.

Scole

according to therr
14.

ial

(b)

ftlJ*onuind Sachu l^'ere on J morning walk On reaching a junction' Kichu moved exactly 5

V East wards and Sachu moved exactlv Northwards sachu was at a sPeed of 30 mebes per

minute than Kichu. A{ter 10 minutes the shortest distance between them was 1 5 kilometres

Draw a rough figure showing the position of Kichu' Sachu and the iunction'

Calculate the distance covered by each Find the resPective speed'

OR
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There are two taps opening in to a tank. If both are opened, the tank would be full in 18

minutes. The hme taken for it to fill with only the large tap oPen is 15 minutes less than the

time to lill with only the small tap oPen. What is the time taken to fill the tank only with the

small tap open ?

17. A boy, 1.4 metres tall, standing at the edge of a river bank sees the top o[ a tree on the edge

of the other bank at an elevation of 5y. Standing l,ack by 3 metres, he sees it at an elevation

o{ 45".

(a) Draw a rough figure showing these facts'

(b) How wide is the rivel and how tall is th'e tree ?

I sin 55':0-8192, cos 55"=0.5736, tan 55"=1.4281 ]

t )[o,
D- c (8, 5) 5

(a.l

(b)

(c,l

A (0,2) 6 \4' 2)

In figure, ABCD is a parallelogram.

Write the coordinates of D.

What is the height of this Parallelogmm ?

Find the perimeter and area oi it.

@ 
Conria", the Polynomial p (r) t '+o.(+k.

(a) Show that, if k=10, this Polynomial has no lirsl degree factors'

(b) What should be the maximum value of k so that p (ir) has'a lhst de$ee factor ?

(c) Give any negative value fol k Write the lesulting Polynomial as a product of tlvo fiIst

degree polynomials.

(d) Show tha! for any negative value of k, p (t) has two distinct fust degree factors

P.T.O.

B (4,2)
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Check whether the line 3r-2V+9 pass through the point (1, 6).

Write down the equation of the line through (3, 4 and of slope 
].

Show that the lines meniioned above are parallel.

21. Draw a circle of radius 3 centimerrcs.

(a) Draw triangle ABC with this circle as'circum circle and angles 50., tr, dnd7tr.

(b) Construct triangle PQ& outside the circle, by dEwing tangents to the circle at the
points A, B and C.

(c) Find aU angle of triangle fQR.

427

Score
20. (a)

(b)

(c)
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